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The Cerebellum’s Role in Reading: A Functional MR
Imaging Study
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Long considered to have a role limited largely to motor-
related functions, the cerebellum has recently been implicated as being involved in both per-
ceptual and cognitive processes. Our purpose was to determine whether cerebellar activation
occurs during cognitive tasks that differentially engage the component processes of word iden-
tification in reading.

METHODS: Forty-two neurologically normal adults underwent functional MR imaging of
the cerebellum with a gradient-echo echo-planar technique while performing tasks designed to
study the cognitive processing used in reading. A standard levels-of-processing paradigm was
used. Participants were asked to determine whether pairs of words were written in the same
case (orthographic processing), whether pairs of words and non-words rhymed with each other,
respectively (phonologic assembly), and whether pairs of words belonged to the same category
(semantic processing). Composite maps were generated from a general linear model based on
a randomization of statistical parametric maps.

RESULTS: During phonologic assembly, cerebellar activation was observed in the middle
and posterior aspects of the posterior superior fissure and adjacent simple lobule and semilunar
lobule bilaterally and in posterior aspects of the simple lobule, superior semilunar lobule, and
inferior semilunar lobule bilaterally. Semantic processing, however, resulted in activation in
the deep nuclear region on the right and in the inferior vermis, in addition to posterior areas
active in phonologic assembly, including the simple, superior semilunar, and inferior semilunar
lobules.

CONCLUSION: The cerebellum is engaged during reading and differentially activates in
response to phonologic and semantic tasks. These results indicate that the cerebellum contrib-
utes to the cognitive processes integral to reading.

The cerebellum’s importance in planning and im-
plementing movement has been well documented
(125), but recent evidence points to its having a
potentially broader role that includes sensory per-
ception and cognitive processes. In humans, studies
of cerebellar lesions show deficits in error detec-
tion, language, attentional control, and problem-
solving (6). Functional neuroimaging studies of un-
impaired participants report cerebellar activation in
response to a variety of tasks, including problem-
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solving, working memory, verb generation, tactile
stimulation, olfaction, and attention (7215). Based
on these studies and on the known anatomic path-
ways between the cerebral cortex and the cerebel-
lum (6, 16, 17), we postulated that the cerebellum
might play a part in word identification in reading.

Theories of word identification in reading indi-
cate that at least three component processes are en-
gaged by printed words (18220). Initially, ortho-
graphic processing results in letter (or letter-cluster)
identification. Phonologic assembly then maps
these orthographic codes onto the phonemic units
(sound structures) they represent. Based on the out-
put from these orthographic and phonologic coding
processes, lexical-semantic processing is associated
with providing access to basic information regard-
ing a target word’s meanings in the mental lexicon.

In previous studies, we used a series of hierar-
chical reading tasks to identify cerebral areas in
unimpaired readers that are engaged by each of
these component processes integral to word iden-
tification in reading (19, 21). In the current study,
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we used a modification of this paradigm more ap-
propriate to determine whether the cerebellum
plays a specific cognitive, as opposed to a percep-
tual-motor, role in reading. We designed experi-
mental conditions in which perceptual input and
motor output (response) were held constant across
a series of tasks that systematically increased de-
mands on the component (cognitive) dimensions of
word identification described above. We used a
standard levels-of-processing paradigm to accom-
plish this (22). For each of the three basic tasks in
this paradigm, participants viewed pairs of words,
and for each pair, they signaled a positive response
or a negative response with an appropriate key
press, keeping perceptual input (stimulus type) and
motor output (forced choice button press) constant
across the tasks. In one task, however, participants
judged whether the words were printed in the same
case (orthography); this constitutes a ‘‘shallow’’
level of processing in the standard levels-of-pro-
cessing paradigm. In the other task, participants
judged whether the words rhymed (phonologic
judgment), and in the third task, participants judged
whether the word pairs were from the same se-
mantic category (semantic judgment). These latter
two tasks increase demands on cognitive process-
ing in a progressive manner. In episodic memory
studies, which use variants of these tasks, a uni-
versally obtained result is a higher probability of
recalling items processed in the deep (semantic) as
opposed to shallow (orthographic) condition, with
phonologic processing recall probabilities inter-
mediate between these two end points (22, 23).
This memory continuum is evidence that the deep-
er processing tasks (phonologic and semantic) en-
gender more extensive cognitive processing (with
a greater probability of laying down an episodic
memory trace) than the shallower orthographic
condition. We hypothesized that if the cerebellum
plays a role in phonologic or semantic processing
in reading, we would observe systematic increases
in cerebellar activation across tasks even though
input and output are identical.

Finally, we also included a non-word rhyme task
as a contrast with the word rhyme task. The non-
word rhyme task, which uses unfamiliar stimuli,
should make greater demands on phonologic as-
sembly (orthographic to phonologic decoding rou-
tines) than familiar words. We sought to determine
whether greater demands on phonologic assembly
would be reflected in changes in cerebellar activa-
tion. The contrast between non-word rhyme and
word rhyme holds task-constant, but because the
stimulus familiarity differs, it allows a relatively
specific investigation of phonologic assembly
effects.

Methods

Participants

Forty-two right-handed participants without neurologic im-
pairment gave written consent and participated voluntarily in

the study. There were 23 women (mean age, 25.8 6 5.9 years)
and 19 men (mean age, 24.4 6 5.3 years). All participants
spoke English as their primary language and had completed
secondary schooling. Studies were approved by our institu-
tional review board.

Tasks

There were four test tasks (case, word rhyme, category, and
non-word rhyme) and one baseline task (line task). For each task,
two visual stimuli were presented simultaneously, one above the
other, on a projection screen. Participants judged whether the stim-
uli were the same or different in some aspect (see below) and
responded via a button push, so that each of the tasks involved
the same decision and motor response. The baseline task, a line-
orientation task, was a pure perceptual task that did not include
a verbal component. There were two stimuli, each composed of
four lines, and participants judged whether the lines had the same
pattern of orientation (eg, ‘‘/ / \ /’’ and ‘‘/ / \ /’’ would constitute
a yes trial). The case task required orthographic processing of
words. Two words of equal length were displayed in either upper
case or lower case letters. Participants judged whether the two
words were written in the same case (eg, ‘‘COW’’ and ‘‘dog’’
would be a no trial). The word rhyme task required both ortho-
graphic and phonologic processing. The participants determined
whether two words rhymed (eg, ‘‘rice’’ and ‘‘mice’’ would be a
yes trial). The category task required not only orthographic and
phonologic processing of the word but also lexical semantic pro-
cessing. Participants judged whether two words belonged to the
same semantic category (eg, ‘‘man’’ [top stimulus] and ‘‘boy’’
[bottom stimulus] would constitute a yes trial). The category task
had the same stimuli as the word rhyme task, but participants
performed a task that required greater cognitive demand. In the
non-word version of the rhyme task, participants determined
whether two pseudo-words rhymed (eg, ‘‘leat’’ [top stimulus] and
‘‘jete’’ [bottom stimulus] would be a yes trial). Compared with
the word rhyme task, the non-word rhyme task required that the
participants perform a similar process (rhyme judgment) but on
stimuli that were unfamiliar, which places a greater demand on
phonologic assembly. For each of the tasks, half of the displays
were yes trials and half were no trials. Stimulus pairs were pre-
sented at a rate of one every 4 seconds. The stimuli varied in
length (three to six letters), but stimuli within a pair were always
matched in length to control for size of the visual display.

Imaging

Functional MR imaging was performed on a 1.5-T GE sys-
tem (Milwaukee, WI) equipped with resonant gradients (Ad-
vanced NMR, Wilmington, MA). Participants were supine in
the magnet with their heads immobilized by a neck support,
foam wedges, and a restraining band drawn around the fore-
head. Scout images in the sagittal plane were acquired with
parameters of 500/11 (TR/TE), a field of view of 24 cm, an
imaging matrix of 256 3 192, and a 5-mm contiguous sec-
tions. Seven anatomic images were acquired with parameters
of 500/11, a field of view of 40 cm, and an imaging matrix of
256 3 192. In 22 participants, the imaging sections were 9
mm thick, and in 21 participants, the sections were 7 mm thick
with a 1-mm gap. All sections were acquired in an oblique
coronal plane perpendicular to the intercommissural line, ex-
tending from the brain stem to posterior aspect of the cerebel-
lum. Using a single-shot echo-planar, gradient-echo sequence
(2685/60/1 [TR/TE, number of excitations]; flip angle, 608;
field of view, 40 3 20 cm; and an imaging matrix, 128 3 64),
146 activation images were collected at the same seven loca-
tions and section thickness. For every participant, each of the
four tasks (case, word rhyme, non-word rhyme, and category)
was presented as one imaging trial, and each trial was run four
times. During a trial, the task epoch alternated with the base-
line epoch (line task), with each epoch lasting approximately
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Coefficients of the linear contrasts used to generate composite ac-
tivation maps.

C/L WR/L NWR/L CT/L

Case
Word
Non-word rhyme
Category
Non-word rhyme condition
Word rhyme condition
Category condition

1
0
0
0

21
21
21

0
1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
1

Note.—The first four contrasts (rows 1–4) were used to generate
composite maps illustrated in Figure 1. The last three contrasts (rows
5–7) were used to generate composite contrast maps, depicted in Fig-
ure 2 representing the significance of the difference between the basic
SPMs. Probability maps obtained from the first four contrasts can be
seen as first-order activation maps; the last three contrasts represent
second-order maps.

35 seconds (eight task epochs and eight line epochs in each
trial).

Data Analysis

Before conducting statistical analysis, the images from each
run were motion-corrected for three translation directions and
for the three possible rotations using the SPM-96 program
(24). The corrected images were spatially filtered using a gaus-
sian filter with a full-width half-maximum value of 6.5 mm.

For each task (case, word rhyme, non-word rhyme, and cat-
egory), the t statistic was calculated for each voxel, comparing
each task and its own baseline (line task) for each imaging
series. A correction for linear drift was built into this calcu-
lation (25). Values obtained for each imaging series were then
averaged to create a statistical parametric map (SPM), one for
each task and each participant. These SPMs and the anatomic
images from individual participants were transformed by in-
plane transformation and section interpolation into a normal-
ized 3D grid defined by Talairach and Tournoux (26).

The SPMs were not used to compute probabilities of acti-
vation because the autocorrelation in the raw time-series data
violate assumptions of the t test. Instead, they were used as a
derived measure of task-related activity. To generate composite
activation maps, we used the SPMs to compute seven standard
linear contrast measures (27) as linear combinations of the four
basic SPMs, using the coefficients presented in Table. Under
the null hypothesis of no effect, the expected value of the mean
of this contrast across participants is equal to zero. With an
appropriate error term, the observed linear contrast could be
used to generate a t statistic and a P value for the significance
of an effect. To avoid distribution assumptions, however, we
used instead a randomization test to generate a distribution of
task-related SPMs (t values) to obtain a P value.

The randomization test creates the population distribution
for each voxel by calculating the randomized mean value of
the contrast in which a randomly chosen subset of half the
contrast measures has a reversed sign. This randomization was
performed 1000 times, generating a sampling distribution of
the linear contrast measures. The observed linear contrast mea-
sure, calculated without sign reversal, was assigned a P value
based on its position in this distribution. The proportion of
times that the observed linear contrast measure was more ex-
treme than the randomized linear contrast measure represents
a P value. It is the proportion of times we would expect to
obtain a linear contrast measure as large or larger than the one
obtained if the null hypothesis were true. The P value for each
voxel was overlaid upon the mean anatomic image for display.
The threshold used was P 5 .005 (uncorrected).

The composite contrast maps were designed to test our hy-
pothesis regarding differences in cerebellar activation in re-
sponse to changes in cognitive tasks and stimuli. In the non-
word rhyme condition (non-word rhyme/line versus case/line),
the task was identical to the word rhyme condition (judge
whether letter strings rhyme) but the stimuli were non-words
as opposed to real words, allowing a more specific investiga-
tion of phonologic assembly. The category condition (catego-
ry/line versus case/line) interrogated cerebellar activity when
participants viewed stimuli (real words) identical to those in
the word rhyme condition but performed a semantic categori-
zation task that placed greater demands on cognitive process-
ing than did the rhyming judgment in the word task.

Results
Composite maps of cerebellar activation (P 5 .005) com-

paring each of the four reading tasks with the line task are
shown in Figure 1. Each reading task, when compared with
the line baseline, resulted in activation in the cerebellar hemi-
spheres. This included activation in the middle and lateral as-
pects of the posterior superior fissure and the adjacent simple
lobule and superior semilunar lobule and, more posteriorly, in
the posterior and lateral aspects of the horizontal fissure and
adjacent superior semilunar lobule and inferior semilunar lob-
ule. In both the non-word rhyme task and category task, how-
ever, there was a general increase in area of cerebellar acti-
vation in the lateral cerebellar hemispheres (simple lobule,
superior semilunar lobule, and inferior semilunar lobule) com-
pared with the word rhyme or case tasks. This increased area
of activation was more prominent in the right hemisphere than
in the left. Cerebellar regions with more activation in the line
task than in the reading tasks are also shown in Figure 1 and
include parts of the inferior vermis, the tonsils, the biventer
lobule, and the posterior aspect of the superior semilunar and
inferior semilunar lobules.

Composite contrast maps of cerebellar activation (P 5 .005)
during reading conditions are shown in Figure 2. There was
no significant difference in cerebellar activation when word
rhyme condition was contrasted with case condition (Fig 2,
column 2). In the non-word rhyme condition (Fig 2, column
1, arrow A), participants performed the same task (judged
whether letter strings rhyme) as in the word rhyme condition
but on novel stimuli consisting of non-word letter strings. This
comparison of activation patterns in columns one and two
highlights differences in cerebellar activity when the task is
held constant but stimulus familiarity is varied. The non-word
rhyme condition revealed activation in the medial aspect of the
posterior superior fissure, the adjacent simple lobule and su-
perior semilunar lobule bilaterally, the medial and posterior
aspects of the superior semilunar lobule bilaterally, the poste-
rior aspect of the posterior superior fissure and adjacent simple
and superior semilunar lobules bilaterally, the posterior and
medial aspect of the simple lobule bilaterally, and the posterior
and medial aspects of the inferior semilunar lobule bilaterally.
In the category condition (Fig 2, column 2, arrow B), partic-
ipants viewed similar word pairs as in the word-rhyme con-
dition but were required to make a more elaborate semantic
analysis, allowing us to investigate cerebellar activation when
the stimuli were held constant but the task increased in cog-
nitive demands. This contrast map indicated cerebellar acti-
vation in the right deep nuclei, the medial and posterior aspects
of the superior semilunar lobule bilaterally, the posterior and
medial aspects of the simple lobule bilaterally, and the poste-
rior and medial aspects of the inferior semilunar lobule bilat-
erally. There were no areas of cerebellum that were more active
(P 5 .005, blue-purple scale) in the case condition compared
with the other reading conditions.

Discussion
The cerebellum’s involvement in language has

been relegated historically to control and coordi-
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FIG 1. Composite maps (first order, see Table) show regional cerebellar activation during the four reading tasks. Column one compares
the case task with the line task (C/L), column two compares the word rhyme task with the line task (WR/L), column three compares the
non-word rhyme task with the line task (NWR/L), and column four compares the category task with the line task (CT/L). There is a
progressive increase in demand on cognitive processing in going from column one to column four. Numbers indicate cerebellar regions
that were more active (P 5 .005, red-yellow scale) in a reading task compared with the line task; letters indicate areas of the cerebellum
that were more active (P 5 .005, blue-purple scale) in the line task compared with a reading task. 1, anterior aspect of the simple
lobule; 2, middle and lateral aspects of the posterior superior fissure and adjacent simple lobule and superior semilunar lobule; 3, middle
aspect of the horizontal fissure and adjacent superior semilunar lobule and inferior semilunar lobule; 4, middle aspect of the prepyramidal
fissure and adjacent inferior semilunar lobule; 5, posterior and lateral aspects of the horizontal fissure and adjacent superior semilunar
lobule and inferior semilunar lobule; 6, posterior and lateral aspects of the posterior superior fissure and adjacent simple lobule and
superior semilunar lobule; 7, posterior aspect of inferior semilunar lobule; and 8, posterior and medial aspects of the posterior superior
fissure and adjacent simple lobule and superior semilunar lobule. a, inferior vermis; b, postpyramidal fissure and medial aspect of the
tonsils; c, biventer lobule; d, medial aspect of the biventer lobule; and e, the middle and posterior aspects of the horizontal fissure and
adjacent superior semilunar lobule and inferior semilunar lobule. Section locations in each column from superior to inferior correspond
to the following approximate y axis positions of the Talairach atlas: 240, 250, 260, 270, 280, and 290.

nation of the motor output of speech. By combining
functional MR imaging with hierarchically orga-
nized reading tasks, we showed that the cerebellum
activates during reading tasks and that more of the
cerebellum is active as cognitive demands increase
(Fig 1). Using a standard levels-of-processing par-
adigm, we identified neuroanatomic foci in the cer-
ebellum that were differentially engaged by pho-
nologic assembly and lexical-semantic processing
(Fig 2), indicating that in addition to motor func-
tion, the cerebellum is involved in cognitive pro-
cesses that are integral to word identification in
reading.

Phonologic assembly was examined by compar-
ing activation patterns in the non-word rhyme con-
dition (Fig 2, column 1) with the word rhyme con-
dition (Fig 2, column 2). In these two conditions,
the higher order operations specific to a rhyming
task were held constant as participants judged
whether two monosyllabic targets did or did not
rhyme. The word rhyme condition, however, used
highly familiar stimuli, whereas the non-word
rhyme condition required participants to decode a
novel letter string to recover its phonologic form
before performance of the rhyme judgment. This
decoding operation, a process implicated as being

deficient in dyslexic readers (28232), seems to be
associated with an increased cerebellar role when
compared with the word-rhyme condition with
which the use of highly familiar stimuli lessens de-
mands on this operation. During phonologic assem-
bly, activation was seen in the middle and posterior
aspects of the posterior superior fissure and adja-
cent simple lobule and semilunar lobule bilaterally.

Semantic processing was investigated by com-
paring activation patterns of the category condition
(Fig 2, column 3) with those in the word rhyme
condition (Fig 2, column 2). The essential differ-
ence between the word rhyme condition and the
category condition was that the latter is thought to
engender more extensive cognitive processing (ac-
cess to lexicon) than the former. Increased cogni-
tive processing resulted in activation in the inferior
vermis and the deep nuclear region on the right that
was not seen in phonologic assembly. These find-
ings indicate that there are neuroanatomic corre-
lates for an increased functional role of the cere-
bellum as higher order lexical operations are
engaged in print tasks.

Our results complement a growing body of evi-
dence based on anatomic research, lesion studies,
and functional imaging research that the cerebellum
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FIG 2. Composite maps (second order, see Table) contrast cerebellar activation during different reading conditions. The SPMs from
the case/line comparison served as a baseline for comparison with the SPMs from other task comparisons to generate the three
composite maps: non-word rhyme (non-word rhyme/line versus case/line, column one), word rhyme (word-rhyme/line versus case/line,
column two), and category (category/line versus case/line, column three). Numbers indicate cerebellar regions that were more active
(P 5 .005, red-yellow scale) in either category/line, word rhyme/line, or non-word rhyme/line compared with case/line, respectively.
Column two (word rhyme) shows no significant difference in activation between word rhyme/line and case/line. In the non-word rhyme
condition (column 1, arrow A) , participants performed the same task (judge whether letter strings rhyme) as in the word rhyme condition
but on unfamiliar stimuli (non-word letter strings). Activation in the non-word rhyme condition occurred in the medial aspect of posterior
superior fissure and adjacent simple lobule and superior semilunar lobule bilaterally (1), the medial and posterior aspects of the superior
semilunar lobule bilaterally (3), the posterior aspect of the posterior superior fissure and adjacent simple and superior semilunar lobules
bilaterally (4), the posterior and medial aspect of the simple lobule on the right (6), and the posterior and medial aspects of the inferior
semilunar lobule on the left (7 ). In the category condition (column 3, arrow B), participants viewed similar stimuli (word pairs) as in the
word-rhyme condition but were required to make a more elaborate semantic analysis (category judgment versus rhyme judgment).
Cerebellar activation in the category condition was observed in the right deep nuclear region (2), the middle and posterior aspects of
the horizontal fissure and adjacent superior semilunar lobule and inferior semilunar lobule bilaterally (3), the inferior vermis (5 ), the
posterior and medial aspects of the simple lobule bilaterally (6), and the posterior and medial aspects of the inferior semilunar lobule
bilaterally (7 ). There were no areas of the cerebellum that were more active (P 5 .005, blue-purple scale) in the case/line condition
compared with the other reading conditions. Section locations in each column from superior to inferior correspond to the following y axis
positions of the Talairach atlas: 240, 250, 260, 270, 280, and 290.

is involved in language tasks and other cognitive
processes. Anatomically, the cerebellum has more
neurons than the cerebrum and has an input-to-out-
put axon ratio of 40:1 (33, 34). The cerebellum is
a widely connected region, having physiologic
links with all of the major divisions of the CNS
(6). These anatomic links, especially those to
regions in the frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes
that are engaged by reading, may be a reason for
part of the cerebellar activity in our study. Bilateral
projections to the cerebellum from cortical and
brain stem areas that include pathways of subvocal
articulation could also account for a portion of the
cerebellar activation we report. Differences, how-
ever, in the activation pattern across levels of pro-
cessing at which these subvocal articulatory de-
mands are thought to be similar suggest that
subvocal articulation cannot account for all of the

cerebellar activation during language tasks. Both
the non-word rhyme and category tasks resulted in
increased activation relative to word rhyme, yet the
precise locations varied, suggesting that the in-
crease in activation is more likely attributed to gen-
eral language and cognitive factors and not simply
to motor control associated with subvocalization. In
lesion studies, infarcts of the right cerebellum have
resulted in impaired linguistic processing manifest-
ed as agrammatism or impaired error detection and
learning of a verb generation task (35, 36). Both
phonologic assembly and semantic processing ac-
tivated the right cerebellum in our study, with the
right deep nuclear region observed only in seman-
tic processing. Finally, functional imaging studies
of verb generation and attention have reported ac-
tivations near the simple and superior semilunar
lobules that are similar in location to activations
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that we found in the phonology and semantic con-
ditions (7, 8, 10, 11, 13).

A relatively recent concept of cerebellar function
supersedes the idea of the cerebellum’s being only
a motor structure; the cerebellum may be important
in predicting internal conditions needed for mental
or motor operations and in preparing those condi-
tions for a particular operation (37). This prepara-
tory function is thought to be a general one that
facilitates sensory processing and mental and motor
performance in response to subsequent sensory
events. We have shown that the cerebellum is ac-
tive during the cognitive operations needed for
reading. The cerebellum’s role in reading seems to
be relevant to both phonologic assembly and lexi-
cal-semantic processing. In future studies of dis-
orders known to involve linguistic function (for ex-
ample, infantile autism and developmental
dyslexia), it might be important to investigate both
cerebellar and cerebral function.

Conclusion
The cerebellum is active during tasks of word

identification and differentially activates during
phonologic assembly (posterior superior fissure and
adjacent simple and superior semilunar lobules in
the middle part of the cerebellum) and semantic
processing (the right deep nuclear region and the
inferior vermis). These results provide evidence
that the cerebellum contributes to the cognitive pro-
cesses integral to reading.
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